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ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM farrowing barn focus-concept (with additional check list system)  

1 - 
Igor Shchetynskyi
8620 Kjellerup 
Astrupvej 22
shchetynskyi@gmail.com 
26 36 88 14 

2 - Veterinary doctor. I was working on a pig farm in Ukraine, Russia. I have been working 
in DK for 4 years on a different pig farms. And I am working now on a Top DB-tjek farm 
(last year - 1st place) 

3 -  Set up your focus on the farm as like setting up focus on your photo camera. 
One main focus for every week in farrowing barn. I have made a checklist system for every  
week. So you can use this checklists like a pilots, before their start the flight, during the 
flight, and before landing. 
Below you will see brief and short version of it. 

#before week 0 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM -  equipment  
As soon as your barn dry, after high pressure washing, you need to check all your 
equipment. 
Checklists: lamps, nipples and their flow rate, drinkers and their flow rate, floor damages 
etc. 

#week 0 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM -  sow  
As soon as you have  moved the sow, before their farrow, you need to understood each 
sow and give what it needs. 
Checklists: appetite, sows temperature, sows with special condition (beer + extra water), 
sows with a bad farrowing history  etc.

#week 1 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM - piglets 
As soon as their start to farrow, you need to understood each piglets  and give what it 
needs VIP (Very important piglets). 
Checklists: help to find the teats, split milking, to create a good family for each individual 
pig, full belly test etc. 

#week 2 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM - feeding curve  
As soon as their finish to farrow, you need to understood each sow necessities and give 
what it needs. 
Checklists: evaluation by the size of the sow, evaluation by the litter size, evaluation by the 
quality of piglets, try to get her maximum by the end of the week etc.
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#week 3 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM - creep feeding 
As soon as the sow starting to drop in milk production, you need to understood each 
individual litter necessities and give what it needs.
Checklists: «little and often» rule, creep feed at the same time when the sow gets her 
morning feed, creep feed at the the same when the sow gets her evening feed, extra feed 
for a litter with strong appetite etc.

#week 4 - ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM - sow preparation for insemination 
 As soon as piglets are ready for weaning, you need to understood each individual sow 
necessities for a better perfomance in insemination unit and give what it needs.
 Checklists: sow evaluation by the farrowing history, one hand of straw for each sow, extra 
care for a sow with a special condition, extra water for each sow etc. 

When everything is importnat than notning is importnat. 
Set up your focus. ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM and may the force of checklists be with you

4 - 
a)I expect to get
 4-5% mortality reduction on a farm with a high mortality rate.
 2-3% mortality reduction on a farm with a mid mortality rate. 
 1-2% mortality reduction on a farm with a low mortality rate.
b) Its easy to control with additional checklists system 
c) You can expect after a first fiscal quarter
d) Agrosoft week management is more then enough to see difference 
e) There is no any additional cost to assess, benefits you can simply assess by AgroSoft 
f)  Simply can be made individually in excel depends on the specific farm economy and 

production results

5 - 
What is the motivation of a person with a poor vision to wear glasses? The same 
motivation will be here when their start to use it. 
My focus-concept is like these glasses.  

6 - I can demonstrate my idea on any farm. I cant see any reason to demonstrate it on my 
own farm, because our farm is the best in DK. Last year first place by DB-tjek. Last 3 years 
stayed in the top five by DB-tjek. 

YES I agree to share my experiences and knowledge on social media websites and in 
articles as well as for the documentation of the project 

YES I understand that photographs and video recording of me and my business is 
exposed in various media I understand that I do not receive payment for my contribution to 
the project by sharing experiences video etc. as mentioned above, and that SEGES have 
the right to use the material free of charge to the dissemination of knowledge, regardless 
form.

YES I agree that any agreements and honor call of the advisers I used in the project is 
done by SEGES



NO I cant participate in the lion's den March 28 2017 if I am one of the selected. In the end 
of the March I will fly to Thailnd in order to explore swine production in Chiang Mai and 
Chiang Rai provinces. 

 YES I can participate in pig Congress in 2017 - 24 and 25 October 2017 in Herning. 


